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● Symbiotic relationship between fungus and algal 
photobiont

● Classification based on fungal symbiont
● Demonstrate substrate-specificity
○ Present study includes saxicolous species only

● Assemblages vary based on microenvironment
○ In part dictated by aspect and rock type

Lichens
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● Intersection of ecology and phylogenetics
● Seeks to determine if local communities are random 

subsets of a broader regional species pool
● Analyzes evolutionary relationships within species 

assemblages
● Infers mechanisms of assemblage

Community Phylogenetics



Competitive)Exclusion:
Local&extinctions&as&the&
result&of&competition&with&
evolutionarily&similar&
neighbors

Habitat)Filtering:
Exclusion&of&taxa&that&are&
not&evolutionarily&equipped&
for&ecological&conditions
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Fig. 1   Maximum likelihood consensus tree of the regional pool used to conduct community phylogenetic analyses.



Significantly overdispersed Marginally overdispersed

Phylogenetic Diversity Metrics

Faith’s Phylogenetic Diversity (PD): the sum of 
the branch lengths of all species in the 
community phylogeny

Mean Pairwise Distance (MPD):  the mean 
branch length between each pair of species in 
community phylogeny

Mean Nearest Taxon Distance (MNTD): the 
mean branch length between each species and 
its nearest relative in the community phylogeny

PD, MPD, and MNTD SES values for each quadrat, each inventory 
period



Fig. 2   Average SES value for each quadrat over all available inventory periods with standard error. Triangles represent MNTD, squares MPD, and circles PD. 
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Phylogenetic Diversity Metrics



Multivariate Analysis of Variance



Analysis of Variance



● Quadrats 7 and 10 demonstrate overdispersion
○ Indicative of competitive exclusion

● Strong correlation between quadrat aspect and 
phylogenetic diversity metrics
○ Most overdispersed quadrats located on 

horizontal rock faces flush with ground
● Significant effect of rock type on species richness

Discussion



● Limited impact of habitat filtering
● Continued increase in species richness
○ Coupled with decrease in available space

● Phylogenetic structure likely to vary with 
successional stage
○ Stronger habitat filtering in earliest stages
○ Greater overdispersion in intermediate stages

Discussion



● Photographs provide opportunity to study lichen 

growth, neighbor dynamics, and successional 

patterns over time

● Herbarium specimens provide physical inventory 

and opportunities for elemental analyses

● Added time point continues legacy of Hale and 

provides continuity for a long-term study

Future Directions
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